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Singingmemory of the Rebellion: Colonial India and the question of cultural

memory

Cultural memory has reflexive potential that can often function as a medium of

articulation for the communities that have witnessed an episodic violence. The merit in

recognizing such memory which is located in the colonial era is both illuminating as a

narrative to the historical register as well as a powerful reassertion of past that suffered

amnesia within popular national imaginary. Against this background, my paper

investigates into a particular moment of rebellion in colonial India called Birsa Ulgulaan

(rebellion). The paper seeks to unearth cultural memory that functioned as an outlet to

register peoples' voice through folksongs. This rebellion, unlike others, not only

received thin recognition within both colonial as well as nationalist historiography but

particularly suffered on accounts of creative outlets of representations which were used

during the period. The paper will explore a range of folk songs/lores, which function, I

argue as weapons of political consciousness and allow the representation of the event

through sites of memory. These folk songs also act as the repertoire of cultural memory

within Adivasi (Indigenous peoples) communities who continue evoke it during times

of their encounter with the modern post-colonial India. The paper, therefore; aims to

establish two major arguments. first, pertains to the question of representation of

Adivasi memorial landscape through exploring folk songs and second relates to the

question of political consciousness within it. In doing so, it will explore a range of folk

songs from the late 19th century until today.
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Narrating wars and battles in songs: history and emotional resilience

The focus of the proposed paper is on the ways that the historical wars and battles have

been narrated in songs in local Finnic cultures. The historical events on the background

of these songs range from local revolts and civil wars to different fights between

Sweden and Russia. Finnic people on the different sides of the borders narrated these

events in rather different ways, but often using similar poetic devices. These poems rely

on complex transgenerational memory of oral poetics and historical wars.

I will compare the narrative and emotional strategies in different songs, recorded in

Ingria, Karelia and Finland (1699–1938) mostly as manuscripts, but the latest ones also

as sound recordings. These songs belong to the sphere of so called Kalevala-metric oral

poetry, used in several Finnic languages and across a wide variety of genres ranging

from epic and lyric to dancing songs, lullabies, charms, proverbs and mocking songs.
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Hey Ferdo, it's only rock and roll: Antipolitical politics and antipoetical poetics in

the Czech Underground.

This paper examines the cultural response of the Czech Underground to the social and

political conditions of "Normalization" that followed the crushing of the 1968 Prague

Spring. As the despair of the immediate post-invasion period faded into apathy and

conformity, the 1970s in Czechoslovakia were characterized by a cynical complicity

between a "post-totalitarian" regime pretending to believe its own ideological

simulation and a people largely shamed and compromised into acquiescence.

In the context of this existential malaise, the Underground represented

"ab-Normalization": calling the regime's ontological bluff with a coarse, noisy,

pragmatic insistence on lived reality. Its aesthetic of "total realism" rejected the

ideological social contract of Normalization as disingenuous and sought cultural

authenticity. The trial of the Underground rock band the Plastic People of the Universe

in 1976 was a test case of the limits of the anti-political and set in motion a chain of

events that would ultimately -if circuitously- lead to the collapse of the Communist

regime in 1989. Yet the band stubbornly resisted the civic implications of its position

("antipolitical politics") for a culture of the powerless: an antipoetical poetics.

By taking seriously the self-representation of the Czech cultural underground as

apolitical rather than antipolitical, this project aims to complicate the dissident

conflation of the personal and the political and the meaning of resistance. It also looks

critically at how the myths and legends of the Underground were and continue to be

deployed by all sides to shape the historical meaning of the late and post socialist

period. The way the Underground strove (and also the ways it failed) to maintain its

distance from an aggressively ideological state is relevant to the practice of democracy

and civil society in the postCommunist East and the postmodern West alike and to

understanding the deeper interface of narration and memory.
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